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FOREWORD 

l*his report was prepared at the request of the President's Commission 

j.n the Accident at three Mile Island ic order to provide the members of • 

r.i;.- ̂acr.ission with.seme insight into the nature and significance of 

aci' eats in nuclear tacilities. However, the report, thus conceived was 

:e.ix>poized to be of interest to a wider audience; therefore, we are 

pleased to give it the broad distribution afforded by this Oak Ridge 

fiGtion? 1 Laboratory-Nuclear Safety Information Center report. 

In selecting the accidents that are included in this compilation, 

. 2 screened all those available in the computerized files of the Nuclear 

Sa/fcty Information Center. While we can state with some certainty that 

chiy f 4le includes all accidents that have occurred at commercial nuclear 

fa -lities in the United States, we can also state with equal certainty 

ttett there must have been accidents in foreign nuclear power plants of 

which we have no,knowledge. In fact, several of the foreign accidents 

of which we have heard (e.g., the sodiira-water explosion in the Russian 

/ast breeder reactor Beloyarsk 3 in 1975 and the release of CO2 from the 

Czechoy'ovakian gas-cooled heavy-water-moderated reactor Bohunice 1A in 

1976) are known.only through sketchy informal accounts. Such accidents 

cam'at be included here because so few-details are known to. us. On the 

other hand, this report does include six foreign accidents where the 

information was documented. - " 

Although H. W. Bertinl is principally responsible for the preparation 

of thi^ document, he was assisted by several members of the staff of the 

Nuclear Safety Information Center, including J. R. Buchanan, K. R. Casto, 

Wm. B. Cottreil, R. B. Gallaher, and R. L. Scott, who participated in 

the development of the selection criteria (for the accidents reported), 

prepared the draft on a few of the accidents, and reviewed the resulting 

document. Chapters 1 and 6 wvrr. written by Wm. B. Cottrell. 

Readers are encouraged *. o wiitc to the Nuclear Safety Information 

Centc- (c/o Wm. B.'Cottre.ll, r,n. tor. Y, Oak Ridge, TN 37830) regarding 

docnentauion of foreign accid< nt r. which should have been included, 

criiicJsra of the criteria used lor selecting those accidents which were 

included, or for information on the events which were included. With 

http://'Cottre.ll
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regard to this last category, it is noted that the Nuclear Safety Infor-

mation Center annually publishes a compilation of all Licensee Event 

Reports submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Conorission by U.S. commercial 

nuclear power plants (see the Bibliography). 

The presentation of the material in this document is aimed primarily 

at the educated layperson. The use of acronyms is avoided where practical 

and, when used, they are spelled out the first time they appear. Follow-

ing the Introduction is a brief discussion of the fundamental principles 

of nuclear reactors and a description of some of the reactor systems 

that are used in the production of electricity in the United States. In 

this brief presentation we did not attempt to describe all the different 

types of reactors — much less the special features of each. Although 

the information on the accidents included herein comes from a variety of 

sources, we have endeavored to standardize the presentations and to 

include identification of the facility involved, date of the accident, a 

brief description oi the accident (including any unique circumstances), 

and a discussion of the accident consequences. In all cases the docu-

mentation pertaining to each accident is cited so that interested persons 

may go to more detailed source material for additional information. 
©. 

Wn. B. Cottrell, Director 
Nuclear Safety Information Center 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
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An examination of the pressurizer revealed a crack along a welded 

seam. The conclusion was reached that the water-level indicator for the 

pressurizer was in error, and that the water level had dropped far enough 

to expose the pressurizer heaters. Thus exposed, they had heated the 

steam above the water level to temperatures sufficiently high to crack 

the vessel. 

The pressurizer was replaced by one of improved manufacture; it was 

fitted with more reliable instrumentation; and the operation at SPERT-3 

were resumed. 

There were no injuries, and there was no release of radioactivity. 

5.9 Hydrogen Fire at PM-3A (Refs. 15, 16) 

The reactor in the PM-3A Nuclear Power Plant was a pres-
surized-water reactor with a single primary loop. The 
plant was designed and built by the Martin Company, Nuclear 
Division and was located in McMurdo Sound. Antarctica. It 
was designed for a plant power of 1.5 MW(e). It started up 
in 1962 and was shu: down in 1973. The accident described 
below is included in this report because it was a precursor 
to a potentially serious accident. 

The Portable Medium Power Plant 3A (PM-3A) was designed to provide 

electrical power at remote military installations. Its design was such 

that it could be readily transported and then assembled with tools that 

are available at a remote site. Figure 5.2 is a diagram of the plant. 

The four interconnected containment vessels (spent-fuel storage, reactor, 

steam generator, and void tank) also serve as shipping containers for wlie 

major reactor components. Note that the pressurizer is housed in the 

steam generator containment vessel. 

The reactor had operated successfully for the 3 months prior to the 

incident. On the morning of Oct. 7, 1962, an automatic scram shut the 

reactor down. The reason for the scram could not be determined, but 

instrument problems caused by excess humidity had been experienced pre-

viously. Spurious signals resulting from humidity twice prevented the 

reactor from being restarted after the scrar. On the third attempt, a 

scram initiated by a different signal occurred. Investigation revealed 
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Fig. 5.2. riasic flow and orientation diagram of PM-3A Nuclear 
Power Plant. 

t;iat the signal had been generated by a short circuit in the electrical 

wires that passed through the containment vessel for the steam generator. 

The system was allowed to cool for several hours, and then the con-

tainment vessel for the steam generator :r3S entered. It was found that 

a fire of short duration, which had caused some superficial damage, had 

occurred in the upper portion of the vessel. Tt was ascertained that 

the seal for a valve on the pressurizer had allowed hydrogen gas to 

escape the system and accumulate at the top of the vessel, where it was 

ignited by a spark from the short circuit. Shocks or other manifestations 

of an explosion had not been noticed by the personnel. A combustible-
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gas detector located in the vicinity of the fire was not operating pro-

perly at the time. 

Repairs were made and 'die following corrective actions were taken: 

1. Fans and ducts were installed to prevent stagnant pockets of 

hydrogen from forming. 

2. A second hydrogen detector was installed in the contrinment 

volume. 

3. Air samplers were placed in the containment tanks, 

4. Changes in the operating procedures were made to ensure that 

significant hydrogen 2<>5.ks are prevented and to ensure that the operator 

is aware at all times of the hydrogen distribution in the system. 

5. A hydrogen recombiner was added and a hydrogen detector was 

included in the recombiner line. 

6. An alternate method for hydrogen detection was added to confirm 

hydrogen readings. 

The plant resumed operation following these actions. 

There were no injuries, and there was no abnornuil release of radio-

activity. 

5.10 Fuel Element Melting at Oak Ridge Research Reactor1 7' 1 8 

The Oak Ridge Research Reactor is cooled and Moderated by 
light water and is contained in a large aluminum tank. It 
has a cap*'_ity of 30 MW(t). It is owned by the Department of 
Energy and is located at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. It started up in 1958. The accident 
described below is included in this report because it resulted 
in core damage. 

The fuel in the Oak Ridge Research Reactor consists of a layer of 

uranium-aluminum alloy sandwiched between curved aluminum plates. The 

plates are grouped together in a box-like array (see Fig. 5.3) to form 

a 19-plate fuel element. Light water of the primary system is pumped 

through the core, where it picks up the heat that is generated by the 

reactor; then it is pfped outside the reactor tank to a cooling tower, 

where it gives up this heat; after it is cooled, it is returned to the 


